
---------- Forwarded message ---------- 

From: Murphy <murphmic@gmail.com> 

Date: Sun, Jun 10, 2018 at 9:42 AM 

Subject: Soliciting Malpractices cases against Dean Gubler DO - Emanual Hospital, Portland 

To: Gretchen Kingham <gretchen.kingham@state.or.us>, Theresa Lee <theresa.lee@state.or.us>, Laura 

Mazzucco <laura.mazzucco@state.or.us> 

Cc: Eric Brown <Eric.V.Brown@state.or.us>, Kathleen Haley <kathleen.haley@state.or.us> 

 

Attn ;  Public Safety warning :  Dean Gubler DO - Chair of OMB / Emanual Hospital   

 

We are running adds  in local newspapers to locate more patients that have been harmed by Dean 

Gubler DO -. Gubler is protected by the Oregon Medical Board , but not against malpractice claims .  

 

I have at least 3 so far,  presented ( w/o identifiers)  in the ' what not to do rounds' at the university and 

at peri -operattive meetings . Gubler 's poor judgment and lack of clinical skills are a consistent topic at 

Emanual and throughout  Portland  -- actually legendary . The staff and residents at Emanual are well 

aware of Gubler's gross malpractice and his vindictive nature.   

 

1)  A patient that Gubler operated on for appendicitis -  had a seminoma in the retroperitonum -- in spite 

of a pathology report that was sent to him a week before the elective surgery -- Gubler ( violated the 

standard of care ) , resected the mass without any neoadjuvent therapy --disseminating  the tumor 

throughout the abdomen. 

 

2) Gubler placed FIVE chest tubes in a patient for a hemothorax ( to avoid going to the OR - for a VATs or 

thoracotomy ) -- ridiculous - again violating standard of care.  

 

3) Gubler operated for Eleven Hours on a bowel case , because he had caused so many enterotomies 

that he kept trying to repair -- the woman died the following day from multi system  organ failure -- gross 

malpractice  

 

 

This is the tip of the iceberg with a Public Health Menace.: Gubler has covered for Dr Seth Izenberg to 

make himself look better . The OMB can only cover for Gubler for so long .   

 

Ask Bill Long MD :   now retired - he could not find anyone to take over the leadership position in the 

trauma group because of Gubler's terrible  practice habits and Gubler's  vindictive, insecure attitude 

toward physicians with MD ( medical degrees ).   

 

 

 

James  Michael Murphy RN MD  

 

--My mission is to protect the health, safety, and wellbeing of Oregon citizens by stopping hacks .  
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